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Venom To Thy Work: The Backfiring Deaths of Hamlet 
 
 

When we think about Shakespeare’s Hamlet  we think of the solitary elements -- unfathered 

Hamlet’s pathetic ghost of a father, his soliloquies, the skull in the graveyard, and the unrequited love 

between Hamlet and Ophelia. But actually, Hamlet  is a dark and complex tapestry, threaded through with 

men’s vengeful motives, their plots, and their destructive intentions for each other. Each of the male 

characters who move the plot forward work toward obliterating another character by death or by exile. 

That is, in this play, the conflict is not internalized within the soul of any single character, but instead, 

hinges on the elaborate plans the characters create for others. However, these plans always  backfire in 

some way, ultimately bringing destruction back on the perpetrator. Hamlet himself describes his glee in 

turning a plot against the plotter himself : “Let it work / For ‘tis the sport to have the enginer / Hoist with 

his own petard; and ‘t shall go hard / But I will delve one yard below their mines / And blow them at the 

moon” (3.4.228 - 232).  

But not all the grisly death in Hamlet  is the same. In fact, there are three different types: 

honorable death, death by murder, and death by suicide. Although these deaths arrive in different ways, 

the consequences are the same: they backfire in some way and bring destruction back on the perpetrator. 

But where has this chain of death started? It starts with the honorable death of King Fortinbras of Norway 

in a duel with King Hamlet of Denmark even before the play opens. Fortinbras dies with honor and 

Hamlet has killed without guilt: the duel is conducted publicly and in the light of day, it prevents the 

death of soldiers in battle, and is conducted according to a military code. The duel seems to lead to a good 

outcome -- Denmark gains land, and King Hamlet gains glory and popularity with his subjects -- but then 

it backfires. King Hamlet is murdered by his own brother Claudius, who wants what Hamlet has: “... 

Since I am still possessed / Of those effects for which I did the murder: / My crown, mine own ambition, 
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and my queen” (3.3.57 - 59). We see the ghost of King Hamlet in the beginning of the play, and just as 

the ghost is the surviving trace of a dead person in the present, the dramatic function of the ghost is to be 

the shadow of events that occurred before the play’s beginning, and of the consequences which now must 

be dealt with.  

The next murder is the first death that we, the audience, actually see. Polonius hides in Gertrude’s 

chamber, planning to uncover the cause of Hamlet’s madness, but is killed when Hamlet mistakes him for 

Claudius. This foolish mistake, the death of a fool who has outsmarted himself, is the first step on 

Hamlet’s road to becoming a deliberate killer. We see an instant darkening of Hamlet’s character in the 

way he disrespects the body of Polonius, dragging it off stage, and hiding it (under the stairs) better than 

Polonius hid himself just a few minutes earlier. Hamlet conceals Polonius’s body in the shadows hoping 

that Polonius will not return to bring his own murder to light, as did Hamlet’s father, King Hamlet. 

Hamlet next murders his childhood friends, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Hamlet believes that 

they have aided Claudius in his plot to send Hamlet to England to be murdered: “Why, man, they did 

make love to this employment. / They are not near my conscience. Their defeat / Does by their own 

insinuation grow. / ‘Tis dangerous when the baser natures comes / Between the pass and fell incensèd 

points / Of mighty opposites” (5.2.64 - 69). They are undone -- “hoist with his own petard” (3.4.228) -- 

when Hamlet substitutes his own instructions for Claudius’s letter, leading the King of England to execute 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in place of Hamlet. Hamlet’s indirect murder of Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern both marks his transition from childhood to manhood and serves as an instrument in his 

campaign against the fratricidal Claudius. These murders may perhaps also give Hamlet practice towards 

his ultimate goal of killing Claudius.  

Next, let’s study the duel between Hamlet and Laertes from the perspective of the three characters 

involved. Claudius urges Laertes to use a sword tipped with poison to avenge his father’s death in a duel 

with Hamlet. But Claudius does not intend for Laertes to die, which happens when the swords get 
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switched. In fact, Laertes in his dying speech confesses the plan to Hamlet, and Claudius’s role. Laertes’s 

words push Hamlet to finally kill Claudius, and with that same poisoned sword. From the perspective of 

Laertes, the death by poisoned sword is a tragic, but ultimately ennobling, variation of “hoist with your 

own petard.” Here, he takes responsibility for both his death and Hamlet’s: “Why as a woodcock to mine 

own springe, Osric. / I am justly killed with mine own treachery” (5.2.336 - 337). Laertes puts on himself 

the responsibility for the death of Claudius: “He [Claudius] is justly served. / It is a poison tempered by 

himself. / Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet. / Mine and my father’s death come not upon 

thee, / Nor thine on me” (5.2.359 - 363). Notice the difference between this humane act of assuming 

another’s guilt and returning forgiveness to him, against the established pattern of boomeranging 

destruction.  

We have seen a duel before, but what makes this duel so completely different? The Kings fought 

in public and with clear rules. The duel between Hamlet and Laertes is full of dark secrets and conducted 

with hidden agendas. Where the duel between the Kings saved lives, the duel between the younger men 

leads to the deaths of others as well as themselves. Knowing he has been poisoned and is dying, Hamlet 

stabs Claudius: “The point envenomed too! Then, venom, to thy / work” (5.2.352 - 353). Hamlet might 

have acted honorably and avenged the deaths of his mother and his father, but forcing the poisoned liquid 

down the already injured Claudius’s throat was a vindictive, and in fact, dishonorable act. Hamlet does 

become king -- he gives orders to Horatio about what should happen to the Danish throne after his death 

-- but only for a few minutes, because he will be the next to die; everything Hamlet does to achieve his 

ultimate goal of killing Claudius turns out to kill him as well.  

So far, we have looked at how the male characters kill each other and are killed. But what about 

the women? What about Ophelia and Gertrude? They are the play’s only female characters, living in 

subservience to their fathers, brothers, and husbands. And, they may both die by their own hand. As 

suicides, they control their own deaths, even when they did not control their lives. They can escape from 
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the restrictions placed on them during life. Choosing their own deaths, they prevent the backfiring and 

boomeranging that the male characters indulge in, with such destructive outcomes. Both women die from 

drinking poison, which was, at the time, considered a womanly death. Gertrude drinks, and asks for 

forgiveness, “I will, my lord; I pray you pardon me” (5.2.318). Is she asking Claudius to pardon her for 

drinking when he has asked her not to, or is she asking “her lord” for forgiveness for all the bad things she 

has done in her life? And Ophelia drowns herself, “till her garments, heavy with their drink / Pulled the 

poor wretch from her melodious lay / To muddy death” (4.7.206 - 208). As she drowns she famously 

sings bits and pieces of dirty songs. Is she commenting on her thwarted love for Hamlet?  

Of this long list of deaths, who survives? Horatio, and why? Horatio offers to commit suicide 

when Hamlet is dying, but Hamlet tells him to stop, be a man, and tell the whole story to the whole world: 

“You that look pale and tremble at this chance, / That are but mutes or audience to this act, / Had I but 

time (as this fell sergeant, Death, / Is strict in his arrest), O, I could tell you -- / But let it be. -- Horatio, I 

am dead. / Thou livest; report me and my cause aright / To the unsatisfied” (5.2.367 - 372). These few last 

words transform Horatio into the storyteller . Horatio now contains the whole story and all the players 

within himself, but Hamlet asks him not to keep this dark tapestry to himself and simply brood on it, but 

to share it with the world. Sharing with the world brings all the murders, deaths, and destruction to light 

and unravels the tapestry of death. 
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VERSION 2:    

         My friend’s black lab, Hamlet 

 

Hamlet likes to sleep. Because, interestingly, Hamlet likes to sleep. You know, surprisingly, 

Hamlet likes to sleep. I mean, sometimes, as a plot device, he eats and walks and hugs, but the most 

important thing is that he sleeps. The play opens with Hamlet sleeping and ends with Hamlet sleeping. 

This is really important because it shows the most important thing about Hamlet, he likes to sleep. In fact, 

there are many quotes from many of the important characters in the play along the lines of “Hamlet, well, 

he likes to sleep.” If there’s only one thing to take away from this play that I’m highlighting in this essay, 

it is that Hamlet likes to sleep. All in all, a final interesting point, a new way to look at the events of the 

play, Hamlet likes to sleep. So, in conclusion, Hamlet likes to sleep.  
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